
The Scarlet Letter

Adam’s Choice



Narrative structure

In earlier lectures, we’ve discussed the various 
‘arcs’ of  the text: 

Introduction to New England (setting)

Dimmesdale’s dilemma (conflict)

Walking the wilds (tension)

Choice (release)

Today we’re going to be focusing on the 
ramping-up of  tension, followed by climax



Tension and theme

The tension between the individual and 
society is not only a background, overarching 
theme, but also real and ever-present in the 
nature of  the text’s central conflict

The climax of  the novel comes when 
Dimmesdale has to choose between running 
away with Hester the outcast and staying to face 
society’s disdain

We’re going to be looking at the representation 
of  this conflict



Anatomy of  conflict

Increasing tension: how is it created? How is the 
coming conflict foreshadowed?

What’s at stake? What does it matter whether or 
not Dimmesdale stays or goes? Why should the 
readers care?

How is the final choice presented? 



Foreshadowing

The wilderness

The child knows

Gulfs and divides

Sin as severance, damnation as departure



The wilderness

Hester’s habitation in the wilderness, near “a 
clump of  scrubby trees” that “did not so much 
conceal... as seem to denote that here was some 
object which... ought to be, concealed” suggests 
that in The Scarlet Letter, nature and the 
wilderness represent shame, separation from 
society, and exile

It’s also where witches supposedly meet with the 
Devil



Nature is also the domain of  Roger 
Chillingworth, who has an affinity with herbs

Nature is not only the source of  “wholesome 
growth”, but might be “quickened to an evil 
purpose by the sympathy of  his eye” p153

Its “hideous luxuriance” is paradoxical and 
disturbing: it juxtaposes natural associations of 
verdure and fertility with sin, evil, and 
monstrosity



“Did the sun, which shone so brightly everywhere else, 
really fall upon him?” p153

 allusion to Matthew 5:45 “(God) maketh his sun to rise 
on the evil and the good”

it is ominous that later, the sunlight evades Hester too: 
“As she attempted to (grasp the sunlight), the sunshine 
faded” p160

The catching of  the sunlight emphasises the difference 
between the spiritual states of  Pearl and Hester

Pearl “did actually catch the sunlight... brightened 
by its splendour” p160



The child knows

Pearl herself  represents salvation and 
redemption

Matthew 13:45-46: “the kingdom of  heaven is 
like unto a merchant man, seeking goodly 
pearls: who, when he had found one pearl of  
great price, went and sold all that he had, and 
bought it”

p103: Hester’s bond with Pearl prevents her 
from succumbing to the temptation to “(sign 
her) name in the Black Man’s book”



Therefore Pearl’s condition and activity reflects the state 
of  Hester’s (and Dimmesdale’s) salvation

Before Hester and Dimmesdale even discuss sailing 
away, Pearl is making “little boats out of  birch-bark... 
and sent... out on ventures, but the larger part of  them 
foundered by the shore (p155)”,  casting a shadow over 
their plans to run away together

the scene’s violence is also startling: Pearl “seized a live 
horseshoe by the tail... and laid out a jelly-fish to melt 
in the warm sun”

this creates negative and unpleasant associations with 
the sea



Pearl demonstrates an eerie sensitivity to the spiritual 
rectitude of  those around her

Pearl only approaches Hester when she has "her 
shame upon her" (p184)

The chiasmic nature of  the statement "Now thou art 
my mother! And I am thy little Pearl!" emphasises 
the reciprocal nature of  their relationship: Pearl 
(salvation) can only be Hester's if  Hester takes 
responsibility for her "shame" (sin)



The stakes

There is more at stake than the salvation of  
Dimmesdale and Hester: the state of  Pearl's soul 
is also in danger

Dimmesdale states that the mother-child bond 
between them is so that Hester can be "trained 
up by (Pearl) to righteousness" (p101), and that 
"if  she bring the child to heaven, the child will 
also bring its parent thither"



Gulfs and divides

What separates Hester from her salvation, therefore, is an 
unwillingness to confront its consequences

When Pearl refuses to cross the brook (p181-3), the 
narrator asserts that it is through "Hester's fault": it is 
Hester's error in attempting to escape her sin that prevents 
her from attaining the redemption Pearl represents

The brook itself  represents an existence "more refined 
and spiritualised than the reality" (p181): it is the barrier 
between the two worlds of  heaven and hell



Dimmesdale observes that "this brook is the 
boundary between two worlds", and the narrator 
validates his observation by calling him 
"sensitive"

the epithet authenticates Dimmesdale's claim, 
privileging his awareness of  the spiritual world

while he thinks of  her as an "elfish spirit", she is 
represented as something else entirely: she is 
"glorified with a ray of  sunshine", which 
associates her with majesty and the divine more 
than it does the pagan and the occult



Sin as separation

In the Christian tradition, the most wretched 
thing about Hell is that it is eternal separation 
from all that is good

Hester conceives of  it as "that eternal 
alienation" p168

Exile from society and the shirking of  their moral 
responsibilities, which Hester and Dimmesdale 
are considering, is sinful in the extreme



The scaffold

The wilderness vs the festival

"the great, honest face of  the people smiled, grimly, 
perhaps, but widely" 

Unsophisticated, but sincere? Compare with the 
description of  the crowd during Hester's public shaming

The place of  execution: allusion to Dimmesdale’s 
Christlike nature?

Pearl’s redemption is to be brought back into society



Loose ends 

Is Hester a heroine?

She has admirable qualities, but does she have 
power and agency?

"Shame, despair and solitude had been her stern 
and wild teachers. They had made her strong, 
but they had often guided her poorly."



Are her strengths also her weakness? When 
Dimmesdale appeals to her for strength, she leads 
him astray

"Her sex, her youth, and the whole richness of  
her beauty" makes a reappearance, but as a 
source of  temptation?

Dimmesdale rejoices in "an unredeemed, 
unchristianised, lawless region"

Adam's choice: the woman compels a man to sin 
through her beauty and her wiles



Text and subtext:

what are the writer’s views on society?

not just whether he's critical or not, but what is he 
critical about?

what does the ending mean?

Pearl becomes a conventional society woman who 
marries well: is there some kind of  bittersweetness 
about this? 

Compare to her earlier wildness

Hester and Dimmesdale are united not in love but 
in guilt


